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At the Roots of Life
The Cosmic Tree and the Mystery of Natural Rhythms
by Riccardo Notte

NAPLES - A personal exhibition of Daniel Rothbart opens tomorrow at the Studio
Esposito. Daniel Rothbart, a twenty five year old New Yorker, arrived in Naples over a
year ago and has yet to depart. His pièce unique, dedicated to an ancient symbol of cycles
of life and death and mysterious natural rhythms, will be exhibited.
Vegetation has been universally associated with the sacred: the burning bush which
revealed the divine presence to Moses, the olive branch which hailed the retreat of the
waters after the universal flood, the biblical tree of life and death and the tree of
knowledge of good and evil are only a few examples deeply rooted in the Western
imagination.

One also finds the “cosmic tree” in Norse mythology, where it assumes the form of
Yggdrasil, also called the tree of regeneration, because the first man and woman took
shelter beneath its branches. The Iso Tammi, a divine tree with a mantle big enough to
obscure the universe, is found in the Finnish epic poem “Kalevala.”

The tree has always been a particularly ambiguous symbol because, with its roots, it
touches a subterranean chtonic darkness, while its branches extend themselves into the
kingdom of light. Thus Apollonian light is wedded to Dionysian shadows, producing a
marriage of opposites. This is a metaphor which, in its esoteric alchemical terminology,
corresponds to the marriage of the lower world to the upper world. The symbolic image of
a tree on the inscrutable sepulcher of Venus is described throughout the Rosacrucian
tradition.

To describe his suggestive installation, Rothbart chose the Latin title “Aqua nostra ignis est.”
This is clearly linked to the classical idea of art as theater, which, in terms of spiritual fusions
reintroduces the alchemical symbols of activity and passiveness graphically
expressed by two opposing isosceles triangles. Rothbart’s “cosmic tree,” executed in bronze
and wood, is entirely without foliage, while the trunk simulates a falling object, like a
missile, marked by a temporal progression similar to sequential photography.
What is surprising is the expansive diffusion of spiral-form roots, interwoven and
pushing beyond every limit, resembling more than anything else a metasticizing explosion.
Among these roots we find other ancestral symbols; chalices, serpents, temples, ruins, and
obelisks in a babelic confusion. Perhaps this is an allusion to spiritualism which has been
degraded by the cancer of materialism and consumerism. Perhaps this unsettling tree
without a mantle, without a mental itinerary concerning God, with enormous roots, could
be a mirror image of our society that pays close attention to the grumbling of its stomach
and so little attention to the value of purity.

